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Background: Brain activity is constrained by and evolves over a network of structural and functional
connections. Corticocortical evoked potentials (CCEPs) have been used to measure this connectivity and
to discern brain areas involved in both brain function and disease. However, how varying stimulation
parameters influences the measured CCEP across brain areas has not been well characterized.
Objective: To better understand the factors that influence the amplitude of the CCEPs as well as evoked
gamma-band power (70e150 Hz) resulting from single-pulse stimulation via cortical surface and depth
electrodes.
Methods: CCEPs from 4370 stimulation-response channel pairs were recorded across a range of stimu-
lation parameters and brain regions in 11 patients undergoing long-term monitoring for epilepsy. A
generalized mixed-effects model was used to model cortical response amplitudes from 5 to 100 ms post-
stimulation.
Results: Stimulation levels <5.5 mA generated variable CCEPs with low amplitude and reduced spatial
spread. Stimulation at �5.5 mA yielded a reliable and maximal CCEP across stimulation-response pairs
over all regions. These findings were similar when examining the evoked gamma-band power. The
amplitude of both measures was inversely correlated with distance. CCEPs and evoked gamma power
were largest when measured in the hippocampus compared with other areas. Larger CCEP size and
evoked gamma power were measured within the seizure onset zone compared with outside this zone.
Conclusion: These results will help guide future stimulation protocols directed at quantifying network
connectivity across cognitive and disease states.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Dynamic network structure has supplanted modular models of
localized cortical function [1]. In disease states, aberrant network
activity from focally damaged tissue can influence a broad network,
as is the case with focal epilepsy [2,3]. One method to quantify
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brain connectivity is with corticocortical evoked potentials (CCEPs)
[4e6], a measure of the network’s effective connectivity [7] derived
by directly stimulating a cortical area and measuring responses in
other brain areas. This method of single-pulse electrical stimulation
(SPES) provides a reproducible measure of network strength via the
features of the evoked response, which occurs in select recording
points (i.e., network nodes). CCEPs have been used for language and
motor mapping [8,9], defining the seizure onset zone (SOZ) [6,10],
differentiating brain states [11], and inferring the degree of con-
nectivity between brain areas [4,8,9,12]. However, we lack infor-
mation regarding how changing stimulation parameters affects
CCEP amplitude, shape, and propagation.

The lack of standardized stimulation parameters limits inter-
pretation of the data, reducing its clinical utility [5,13,14]. The
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amplitude of stimulation may be 0.5 mA to >10 mA [6,9], which
changes the charge density per phase that the tissue experiences
[15]. Furthermore, the clinical use of stereotactic electroencepha-
lography (SEEG) has increased [16], but fewer studies describe the
effects of stimulation with depth or SEEG electrodes [17] than with
cortical surface grids. Depth electrodes generally have a larger
charge density, because of their smaller surface area [4]. Addi-
tionally, intraparenchymal depth electrodes may be positioned to
stimulate either white or gray matter, and the differences between
recorded responses in the two tissues types have not been
addressed in humans.

To better understand the dose-response relationship between
stimulation of SEEG and surface electrocorticography electrodes
and the resulting CCEPs, we systematically applied SPES to intra-
cranial electrodes in patients undergoing long-term epilepsy
monitoring. We measured variations in the CCEP amplitude and
waveform shape at different stimulation amplitudes, across
stimulation-response channel pairs, and across various locations in
the brain. We also addressed whether the broadband, high-
frequency local field potential gamma power (70e150 Hz) (also
known as “high gamma-band” [18,19] or “broadband gamma” po-
wer [14]) evoked by stimulation is similarly influenced by these
parameters. Evoked gamma-band power from stimulation has been
explored as a measure of the evoked response [14] and as a marker
of the SOZ [20], but the CCEP amplitude and gamma-band power
measures have not been compared in the same dataset across brain
regions.

Methods

Patients

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and
all patients provided informed consent (IRB procotol 00069440).
Data were collected in 2018e2019 from adult patients who un-
derwent intracranial monitoring for medically refractory epilepsy.
SEEG electrodes were implanted for routine medical management.
One patient also had a grid of 64 electrocorticography electrodes
implanted. Data were collected at the completion of the clinical
monitoring period after antiepileptic medications had been
resumed andwhile patients were awake but resting in bed. The SOZ
was determined by the treating epileptologist. Within the long-
term monitoring data interpretation, if the epileptologist named
particular electrodes to bewithin the SOZ, those contacts were then
labeled as such for the experimental dataset. Thus, patients for
whom the SOZ could not be identified or those with regional or
multifocal areas of seizure generation have no contacts labeled as
within the SOZ in the experimental dataset.

Electrodes

SEEG electrodes consisted of 4e10 platinum contacts (Ad-Tech
Corp., Racine, WI) arranged in a linear array. The grid consisted of
64 platinum discs (1-cm spacing, 8 � 8-grid) and a 4.2-mm2

exposed recording surface area embedded in a polyurethane sub-
strate (Ad-Tech Corp.). To identify the electrode location, each pa-
tient’s structural T1 spoiled gradient recalled or magnetization-
prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo MRI was coregistered
with postoperative high-resolution CT (slice thickness <1 mm) by
using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and the Statistical Para-
metric Mapping toolbox (SPM12; https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/software/). MRI volumes were registered to the Montreal
Neurological Institute ECBM152 template atlas using SPM12. Elec-
trode locations were determined using labeled data from Neuro-
morphometrics, Inc. (http://Neuromorphometrics.com). Electrode
locations relative to gray versus white matter were determined
using the coregistered tissue probability maps in SPM12. Anatom-
ical region was categorized into white matter, neocortex, hippo-
campus, and amygdala for each channel.

Recording

Neurophysiological data were recorded using a 128-channel
data acquisition system (NeuroPort, Blackrock Microsystems, Salt
Lake City, UT), and stimulation was delivered using a 96-channel
stimulation system (Cerestim, Blackrock Microsystems). Recorded
data were bandpass filtered at 0.3e250 Hz and sampled at 1 kHz.

For each patient, a single intracranial depth electrode contact
was chosen to be the reference channel. We chose intracranial
electrodes for reference because the signal was considerably
cleaner than that derived from a scalp or skin electrode. The
reference electrode was always located deep in white matter and
without artifact or epileptiform activity.

Stimulation

Monopolar stimulation was applied to 404 contacts across all
patients as a single cathodic-first biphasic pulse (0.5 ms/phase)
with a randomized interpulse interval (2.5e3.5 s) using custom
softwarewritten in Labview (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The
majority of electrodes had a surface area of 7.35 mm2 (range
4.15e10.45 mm2). The charge per phase from stimulation over a
range of 2.5e10 mA was 1.25e5 mC and the charge density per
phase was from 30 to 120 mC/cm2/phase. This is comparable to that
reported in the literature [5]. Monopolar stimulation was chosen
because the stimulation location can be known with certainty,
whereas with bipolar stimulation, stimulation occurs somewhere
between the electrodes of the bipolar pair [5,18]. Modeling data
suggests bipolar stimulation results in larger charge densities
locally [15] compared with monopolar and may favor activation of
particular fiber orientations [21].

The return (or “ground”) electrodes were selected to minimize
noise and stimulation artifact. Twenty intracranial depth electrode
contacts were tied together to form a very-low-impedance ground.
This stimulation ground was also used as the ground for recording.
Apart from the ground and reference, all other electrodes received
stimulation according to the stimulation protocol. Occasionally,
stimulation of an electrode that was near the dura or within the
anchor bolt was noticeable to the patient or uncomfortable to the
patient. Those electrodes were then removed from the stimulation
protocol of that patient and not further stimulated.

“Standard” mapping used stimulation levels of 2.5e10 mA in
four 2.5-mA steps across implanted electrodes. The term “level”
will be used to refer to the current amplitude used for stimulation.
“High-resolution”mapping used stimulation levels of 0.5e10mA in
twenty 0.5-mA steps across a subset of 2e6 electrodes. If patients
received both protocols, the “standard” protocol was delivered first.
For both protocols, each electrode was stimulated �10 times at
each level, with electrode and level randomized across trials. For
the “standard” protocol, stimulation location was randomized and
separated from the previous 5 by � 2 cm to avoid excessively
stimulating one cortical region.

Preprocessing and data analysis

Data were divided into epochs spanning �1000 to �5 ms
prestimulation and 5e1000 ms poststimulation, with stimulation
onset at time zero. Epochs with 60-Hz noise >100 mV2/Hz, tran-
sients >300 mV/ms, variance <1 mV2, and voltages equal to the
amplifier saturation voltage (±6553 mV) were identified as artifact
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and removed on a trial-by-trial basis. Channels with >50% of the
epochs containing artifact were removed. Channels were also
visually inspected for artifact after this automated analysis.

CCEP detection

CCEPs may have long-lasting responses [22]; we studied the
early response period (<100 ms poststimulation), which has been
related to structural features of network connectivity [23] and may
discern the SOZ location. To detect CCEPs, each epoch was zero-
phase high-pass filtered using a fourth-order, 10-Hz Butterworth
filter (Supplementary Fig. 1) and digitally rereferenced to the
common median across all electrodes [24]. Epochs were squared,
smoothed with a second-order, 10-Hz low-pass Butterworth filter,
and converted back to microvolts by taking the square root, similar
to Ref. [25]. A response was considered a CCEP if the trial-median of
the poststimulation epochs (5e100 ms) contained at least 15 ms of
uninterrupted values more than threefold greater than the median
(across trials and time (�100 to �5 ms)) of the prestimulation
epochs, and the median (across trials and time (5e100 ms)) of the
poststimulation epochs was >30 mV (Supplementary Fig. 1). All
stimulation-response electrode pairs that recorded a CCEP at 10mA
were kept for analysis even if a CCEP was not detected at lower
levels. Pairs that did not record a CCEP at 10 mA were discarded.
CCEPs on the stimulated electrodes were discarded because of
artifact.

We defined several features of CCEPs. CCEP amplitude was
measured as the mean absolute value 5e100 ms poststimulation
using the trial-averaged waveform. Spatial spread was measured
using the Euclidean distance from stimulation to any detected CCEP
as calculated from the image-based channel localization. Analysis
of waveform shape may provide a way of discerning the neural
components that are activated with stimulation. Although CCEPs
generated from epicortical grid data show N1 and N2 peaks, those
components are not as prominent with SEEG electrodes so we
characterized the waveform shape as a whole [14]. Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient was used to calculate variability in the CCEP
waveform shape across stimulation levels. Trial-averagewaveforms
were derived for each channel-response pair at each level, and the
correlation coefficient over time between waveforms at different
levels was calculated.

Gamma-band power was calculated by bandpass filtering the
poststimulation data from 70 to 150 Hz using a zero-phase fourth-
order Butterworth filter. Epochs were rereferenced to the common
median, and the Hilbert transform was applied. Average gamma-
band power was obtained by multiplying the transformed data
with the complex conjugate and averaging over trials and time
from 5 to 100 ms poststimulation.

Statistical analysis

A generalized linear mixed-effects model was generated using
data from all patients and used to analyze how stimulation pa-
rameters related to CCEP amplitude (dependent variable), while
controlling for random variance across patients. Fixed effects
included stimulation level, distance between stimulation and
response electrodes, stimulation and response tissue types (hip-
pocampus, amygdala, white matter, and neocortex), and whether
the contacts were part of the SOZ. Patient identity was a random
effect. CCEP amplitude was negatively skewed (Lilliefors test,
kstat ¼ 0.1952, p < 0.001, critical value ¼ 0.0023) and was log-
transformed before applying the fit [26]. The distribution’s
normality was confirmed visually, but statistically, it remained
significantly non-normal (Lilliefors test, kstat ¼ 0.028, p < 0.001,
critical value ¼ 0.0023), likely because of the large sample size. The
model was expressed with the following Wilkinson notation:
F~1þ Aþ Bþ Cþ Dþ Eþ(1|H)þ(B|H), where A is distance between
electrodes (mm), B is stimulation level (mA), C and D are stimulation
and response channel tissue types, respectively, E is the categorical
variable of stimulation/response in the SOZ, F is the CCEP amplitude
(mV) that was log-transformed, and H represents patient identity.
Post-hoc statistical comparisons within factors were made using an
omnibus Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test at the factor level and then
proceeding with pairwise comparisons using rank-sum tests that
were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Tukey-Kramer
method (p < 0.05).

A similar procedure was used to analyze gamma power as the
dependent variable. Parameter estimation was done using a
maximum pseudolikelihood method using the MATLAB function
fitglme. Data from all patients from the standard and high-
resolution mapping were combined in this model. The same
model was repeated, with F representing the log-transformed
evoked gamma-band power. Gamma power skewed positively
(Lilliefors test, kstat ¼ 0.44, p ¼ 0.001, critical value ¼ 0.0023)
visually and was corrected with log-transformation (Lilliefors test,
kstat ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.001, critical value ¼ 0.0023). Post-hoc statistical
comparisons were completed as described above.

Results

Of the 11 recruited patients (Table 1), 7 received “standard”
stimulation mapping and 6 received “high-resolution” mapping; 2
received both protocols. There were 156,935 total responses. CCEPs
were detected in 4370 stimulation-response pairs across all pa-
tients: 4218 in the “standard” and 265 in the “high-resolution”
group with some overlap.

An example response is shown in Fig. 1A. After SPES was applied
to an electrode, the largest CCEPs were seen on nearby electrodes,
with nonuniform spread to the left anterior and posterior hippo-
campus. Single-trial CCEPs during SPES of the same electrodes are
shown at four stimulation intensities (Fig. 1B). See Supplementary
Fig. 2 for an example of grid-derived CCEPs from patient 2. To
define predictors of CCEP amplitude, a linear mixed-effects model
was fit to this dataset across patients. Total adjusted R2¼ 0.36 in the
model indicated that 36% of the variability in CCEP amplitude was
explained by the model’s fixed effects.

CCEP amplitude varies by stimulation level

Twenty stimulation levels were used in the model
(0.5e10.0 mA). Increasing stimulation level by 1 mA increased the
CCEP amplitude by 3% (Fig. 2A and B, Table 2). Interlevel variability
was greatest at lower stimulation levels (i.e., greater variation in
response amplitude at 2.5 than 5.0 mA) (Figs. 1B and 2A,B). Post-
hoc pairwise comparison within the “standard” mapping dataset
showed a significant difference in CCEP amplitude at 2.5 mA versus
all other stimulation amplitudes (pairwise rank-sum tests, p < 0.05)
and at 5.0 versus 7.5 and 10.0 mA, but not between 7.5 and 10.0 mA.

Post-hoc pairwise comparison using the “high-resolution”
mapping group showed CCEP amplitude plateaued after ~5.5 mA.
There was no significant difference between CCEPs at levels
�5.5 mA (pairwise rank-sum tests, p < 0.05, Fig. 2B). Overall,
stimulation at �5.5 mA yielded a reliable and maximal CCEP across
stimulation-response pairs over all regions.

CCEP amplitude varies by distance

Increasing stimulation-response electrode distance by 1 mm
predicted that CCEP amplitude decreased by 2.9%. Responses were
measured from 2.4 to 108.0 mm (mean 17.3 mm). Greater distances



Table 1
Patient demographics.

Patient ID Age (y) Sex Seizure focus Number of stimulation electrodes Number of response electrodes Intervention

1 42 F Bilateral temporal 58 60 RNS
2 41 M R temporal 51 57 R ATL
3 38 M Bilateral temporal 57 57 RNS
4 31 F L temporal 60 60 RNS
5 50 M Not applicable 56 59 VNS
6 39 M Bilateral temporal 49 49 None
7 20 M Bilateral hippocampia 56 79 RNS
8 21 M Not applicable 4 33 VNS
9 30 F L hippocampus 4 38 LITT
10 38 F Not applicable 2 41 ANT stimulation
11 31 F R frontal 2 15 R frontal resection

F: female; M: male; R: right; L: left; RNS: responsive neurostimulation; ATL: anterior temporal lobectomy; VNS: vagal nerve stimulation; LITT: laser interstitial thermal
therapy; ANT: anterior nucleus of the thalamus.

a Note for patient 7, only the left hippocampus showed ictal activity in particular contacts, thus only left contacts are labeled as part of the seizure onset zone (SOZ) in the
data. The right hippocampus was also suspected to be part of the SOZ based on interictal data, however, to be conservative, no right-sided contacts aremarked as the SOZ in the
dataset.
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between electrodes were related to smaller CCEP amplitude out to
~50 mm, after which there was a relative asymptote (Fig. 3A and B,
Table 2). Subanalysis showed that greater stimulation intensity was
required to generate a CCEP at greater distances (Fig. 3C). A KW test
showed the main effect of spatial spread for the “standard”
(c2 ¼ 178, df ¼ 3, p ¼ 3 � 10�38) and “high-resolution” (c2 ¼ 120,
df ¼ 19, p ¼ 9.77 � 10�17) stimulation datasets. Follow-up pairwise
comparisons are shown in Fig. 3C. For the “high-resolution” data-
set, we could not detect differences in spread from �3.5 mA by
post-hoc pairwise comparison (Fig. 3D, rank-sum tests, p < 0.05,
Tukey-Kramer corrected). Stimulation below 1.5-mA monopolar
configuration creates CCEPs only locally within 0.5 cm on average.

CCEP waveform shape varies by stimulation level

Waveform shape changed significantly across stimulation am-
plitudes (KW test for “standard” [c2 ¼ 5.25� 103, df¼ 5, p¼ 0] and
“high-resolution” [c2 ¼ 1.01 � 104, df ¼ 189, p ¼ 0] stimulation). As
expected, waveform shapes had higher correlation coefficients at
similar stimulation levels. For example, stimulation at 9.5 and
Fig. 1. CCEP response pattern to SPES and single-trial CCEPs and gamma responses across l
amygdala of patient 3 showing spread to anterior and posterior hippocampal leads. Color in
Black electrodes contained artifact or were disabled. Responses remained ipsilateral to the
sponses (black) recorded at 4 stimulation levels on electrode #4 in left hippocampus after S
level) between A and B. Polarity of voltage or power is marked on figure scale, þ is up. (For in
Web version of this article.)
10.0 mA produced similar waveforms (Fig. 4A, pairwise rank-sum
test, p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer corrected), whereas stimulation at
3.5 and 10.0 mA produced waveforms of dissimilar shape (Fig. 4B).
Importantly, there was greater variability at lower stimulation in-
tensities than at high stimulation intensities (Fig. 4C and D). For
example, the correlation between 2.5 and 5.0 mA was lower than
that between 5.0 and 10.0 mA, although both comparisons had a
twofold increase in stimulation intensity. Comparisons across all
stimulation levels are reported in Fig. 4CeF.
CCEP amplitude varies by anatomical location

Using the generalized linear mixed-effects model, the location
of both the stimulation (Fig. 5A, Table 2; KW test, c2 ¼ 451, df ¼ 3,
p ¼ 1.62 � 10�97) and the response (Fig. 5B, Table 2; KW test,
c2 ¼ 1.30 � 103, df ¼ 3, p ¼ 2.25 � 10�282) electrodes had a sig-
nificant effect on CCEP amplitude, with post-hoc testing showing
that the responses in all areas were different from each other
(p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer corrected, Fig. 5B). The hippocampus
evels. (A) CCEP responses to SPES at 7.5 mA on electrode #5 (denoted by arrow) in left
dicates mean absolute value of trial average CCEPs from 5 to 100 ms post-stimulation.
location of stimulation in this example. (B) Single-trial CCEPs (blue) and gamma re-

PES on electrode #5 in left amygdala. Asterisk indicates same CCEP data (electrode and
terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the



Fig. 2. Normalized CCEP amplitude and gamma power (70e150 Hz) as a function of stimulation level. Boxplots indicate normalized medians, interquartile ranges, and extremes at
each level. Normalization was performed by dividing each value by the mean across levels for each unique stimulation-response electrode pair. (A) Normalized CCEP amplitudes
across 4 stimulation levels for 7 patients. Raw amplitudes had medians (ranges) of 62 (4e2138), 111 (7e2784), 128 (16e3545), 128 (15e3194) mV for each of the levels, respectively.
CCEPs are from 387 stimulated electrodes in amygdala and hippocampus as well as neocortex and white-matter regions of the brain. The number of CCEPs at each level is indicated
below each boxplot. Omnibus KW test shows main effect of stimulation amplitude (c2 ¼ 4.97 � 103, df ¼ 3, p ¼ 0). No difference was found between CCEPs at 7.5 and 10 mA. All
other pairwise combinations were significantly different (pairwise rank-sum tests, p < 0.05). (B) Omnibus KW test confirms main effect of stimulation amplitude (c2 ¼ 999, df ¼ 19,
p ¼ 7.36 � 10�200). CCEP amplitudes across 20 stimulation levels for 6 patients. CCEPs are from 22 stimulated electrodes in amygdala and hippocampus as well as frontal and white-
matter regions of the brain. No difference was found for all pairwise combinations of CCEPs at �5.5 mA. A trend of decreasing CCEP amplitude for lower values and a plateau-effect
for higher values begins at ~5.0 mA. (C) Normalized gamma power across levels for the standard dataset. Omnibus KW test confirms main effect of stimulation amplitude
(c2 ¼ 1.37 � 103, df ¼ 3, p ¼ 3.27 � 10�297). No difference was found between 7.5 and 10.0 mA for the “standard” and all pairwise combinations of �5.0 mA for the “high-resolution”
datasets. (D) Normalized gamma power across levels for the “high-resolution” dataset. Omnibus KW test confirms main effect of stimulation amplitude (c2 ¼ 377, df ¼ 19,
p ¼ 2.39 � 10�68). A plateau-effect begins at ~5.5 mA similar to CCEP amplitude.

Table 2
Results of CCEP model.

Name predictor Estimate SE t DF p Value Lower Upper

(Intercept) 5.1574 0.1644 31.3798 156925 0.0000* 4.8353 5.4795
Stim level (mA) 2.8 � 10�5 6.8e�6 4.0982 156925 0.0000* 1.5 � 10�5 4.1 � 10�5

Distance (mm) �0.0292 0.0001 �211.8870 156925 0.0000* �0.0295 �0.0290
SOZ true 0.0939 0.0045 21.0684 156925 0.0000* 0.0852 0.1027
Region response type (Amygdala as reference)
Hippocampus 0.5752 0.0065 88.5116 156925 0.0000* 0.5624 0.5879
Neocortex 0.0996 0.0068 14.6349 156925 0.0000* 0.0862 0.1129
White matter �0.0872 0.0061 �14.3814 156925 0.0000* �0.0991 �0.0753
Region stimulation type (Amygdala as reference)
Hippocampus 0.2266 0.0055 41.1040 156925 0.0000* 0.2158 0.2374
Neocortex 0.0099 0.0069 1.4319 156925 0.1522 �0.0036 0.0234
White matter �0.0018 0.0053 �0.3284 156925 0.7426 �0.0122 0.0087

CCEP amplitude as a function of stimulation intensity, distance between stimulation and response electrodes, region of stimulation, region of response, and SOZ.
SE, standard error; DF, degrees of freedom; Stim, stimulation; SOZ, seizure onset zone.
*Significant at p < 0.0001. Lower and upper 95% confidence interval for each fixed-effects coefficient reported.
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Fig. 3. CCEP amplitude and gamma power as a function of distance. (A) CCEP amplitude versus distance from stimulation combined across all patients and all stimulation levels. A
steady decrease in amplitude occurs until ~50 mm. (B) Gamma-band power versus distance across all patients and all stimulation levels. An abrupt drop in power occurs at ~35 mm.
(C, D) Spatial spread of CCEPs as a function of stimulation level. Error bars indicate 95% confidence. White boxes indicate total count per bin. C) Mean distance from stimulated
electrodes to detected CCEPs across 4 levels and 7 patients. CCEPs are from 387 stimulated electrodes. Distance increases with each level (p < 0.05). Significant pairwise com-
parisons are indicated with an asterisk. Mean distances (ranges) for each level are 14.2 (2.4e95.3), 16.4 (2.4e108.1), 17.6 (2.4e108.1), 18.5 (2.4e108.1) mm, respectively. (D) Mean
distance from stimulated electrodes to detected CCEPs across 20 levels and 6 patients. CCEPs are from 22 stimulated electrodes. No difference was found for all pairwise com-
binations of levels �3.5 mA. A transition to a plateau occurs at ~5.5 mA similar to CCEP amplitude versus level in Fig. 2. A discontinuity occurs between 1 and 1.5 mA. This is because
CCEPs at levels <1.5 mA primarily occurred on adjacent electrodes with spacings of �5 mm. The range of distances across all levels was 3.5e67.2 mm.
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generated the largest CCEP whether it was the location of the
stimulation (Fig. 5A) or the response (Fig. 5B) electrode.

Note that subdural contacts exclusively stimulate gray matter
based on their anatomical location/orientation. SEEG electrodes
may be in contact with white or gray matter. We determined those
contacts in white matter based on imaging and for completeness
we ran the model without white matter stimulation trials and
found no qualitative differences in the results (Supplementary table
1).
CCEP amplitude is larger within the SOZ

A single categorical variable in the model represented whether
the stimulation electrode, response electrode, or both were in the
SOZ. The SOZ was defined based on documented ictal onsets during
long-term intracranial monitoring. There were some cases where
the clinical SOZ was determined to be larger than this, based on
clinical factors or interictal activity (as in patient 7, with clinically
diagnosed bitemporal epilepsy, but seizures only recorded from the
left hippocampus). In all cases, we conservatively only labeled
electrode contacts as part of the SOZ if the epileptologist
documented ictal onset from that contact. Patients 5, 8, and 10 had
regional/multifocal onset epilepsy with no definitively identified
SOZ (Table 1). We therefore did not label any contacts as part of the
SOZ for those patients. Patient 7 had documented ictal onset from
the left hippocampus, but frequent interictal activity from the right
hippocampus. Because of this picture, the patient was clinically
determined to have bitemporal epilepsy. However, since we could
only prove for certain left-sided involvement, we only labeled these
contacts as part of the SOZ. Using this convention the CCEP was
9.9% larger if either the stimulation electrode, the response elec-
trode, or both were in the SOZ (Fig. 6A, Table 2). In the case where
there was bitemporal SOZ foci as in patients 1, 3, and 6, we
compared the CCEP amplitude between sides and found there to be
a difference between left and right sides across patients (all
p < 0.001).
Evoked gamma-band power is associated with changes in
stimulation level, anatomical location, and the SOZ

We fit the same linear mixed-effects model to the log-
transformed evoked gamma-band power as the dependent



Fig. 4. CCEP waveform shape comparisons across levels. Trial-averaged CCEP waveforms were compared across levels for individual stimulation-response pairs using the Pearson
correlation coefficient. (A, B) Example waveforms demonstrating high and low correlations for 9.5 vs 10 mA (A) and 3.5 vs 10 mA (B), respectively. Stimulation was in the amygdala,
and the CCEPs were recorded on an electrode in the hippocampus. Solid traces are the trial-average waveforms, and shaded areas indicate 95% confidence. Gray vertical bars
indicate artifact region from �5 to 5 ms relative to stimulation. (C) Correlations of 3 levels (2.5, 5, 7.5 mA) compared with 10 mA for 7 patients. Boxplots showmedians, interquartile
ranges, and outliers for each comparison. Pairwise comparisons of all distributions showed significant differences (pairwise rank-sum test, p < 0.05) and are indicated with an
asterisk. (D) Correlations of 19 levels (0.5 by 0.5e9.5 mA) compared with 10.0 mA for 6 patients. No pairwise differences were found for the last 4 distributions (�8 mA). Inter-
quartile range demonstrates a transition to lower values at a level �~5.5 mA. (E,F) Heatmaps showing the median correlation for all pairwise combinations of levels for both the
“standard” (E) and “high-resolution” (F) datasets. Color indicates median correlation coefficient scaled from 0.8 to 1. X- and Y-axes indicate level combination. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. CCEP amplitude (A, B) and gamma power (C, D) comparisons by region of stimulation (A, C) and region of response (B, D). Asterisks show pairwise significance (pairwise
rank-sum tests, p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer corrected). Numbers below each boxplot indicate count. Data were combined across all stimulation levels and all patients.
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variable and found similar results to the CCEP amplitude analysis
above. The total adjusted R2 ¼ 0.52 indicated that 52% of the vari-
ability in the evoked gamma amplitude was explained by the
Fig. 6. (A) CCEP amplitude and (B) gamma power response relative to whether the stimulati
between groups as defined by the model. Numbers below each boxplot indicate the count.
model’s fixed effects. The gamma waveform shape is shown in
Fig. 1B.

Increases in stimulation level of 1 mA evoked 3% greater evoked
gamma-band power across electrode locations (Table 3). The
on or response electrode or both were in the SOZ. Asterisks show significant difference
Data were combined across all stimulation levels and all patients.



Table 3
Results of gamma power model.

Name predictor Estimate SE t DF p Value Lower Upper

(Intercept) 4.5361 0.3757 12.0733 156925 0.0000* 3.7997 5.2725
Stim level (mA) 2.84 � 10�5 7.5 � 10�6 3.7786 156925 0.0002 1.4 � 10�5 4.3 � 10�5

Distance (mm) �0.0251 0.0003 �78.8031 156925 0.0000* �0.0257 �0.0245
SOZ true 0.7885 0.0103 76.7152 156925 0.0000* 0.7683 0.8086
Region response type (amygdala as reference)
Hippocampus 1.5181 0.0150 101.3300 156925 0.0000* 1.4888 1.5475
Neocortex 0.0276 0.0157 1.7572 156925 0.0789 �0.0032 0.0583
White matter �0.8077 0.0140 �57.7752 156925 0.0000* �0.8351 �0.7803
Region stimulation type (amygdala as reference)
Hippocampus �0.9910 0.0127 �77.9814 156925 0.0000* �1.0159 �0.9661
Neocortex �1.6492 0.0159 �103.4836 156925 0.0000* �1.6804 �1.6180
White matter �2.0578 0.0123 �167.4105 156925 0.0000* �2.0819 �2.0337

Gamma power amplitude as a function of stimulation intensity, distance between stimulation and response electrodes, region of stimulation, region of response, and SOZ.
SE, standard error; DF, degrees of freedom; Stim, stimulation; SOZ, seizure onset zone.
*Significant at p < 0.0001. Lower and upper 95% confidence interval for each fixed-effects coefficient reported.
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evoked gamma-band power in the “standard” stimulation config-
uration plateaued beyond 7.5-mA stimulation (Fig. 2C). This trend
was also reflected in the “high-resolution” dataset, but the plateau
occurred at 5.0-mA stimulation (Fig. 2D). There was a main effect of
distance on evoked gamma-band power based on the model
(Fig. 3B, Table 3). Inspection of the raw data shows there was a peak
at 3.0 cm and then a relative asymptote above 4.0 cm distance
(Fig. 3B).

Stimulation location significantly affected evoked gamma-band
power (Table 3). Interestingly, stimulation of the amygdala yielded
the largest evoked gamma-band power across all response areas
(KW test, c2 ¼ 5.42 � 103, df ¼ 3, p ¼ 0; all significant pairwise
comparisons, rank-sum tests, p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer corrected,
Fig. 5C). Stimulation of the hippocampus generated the second
largest gamma-band response and had a significantly different
mean compared with all other response areas. As with CCEP
amplitude, response region also significantly affected evoked
gamma-band power (Fig. 5D, Table 3; KW test, c2 ¼ 6.10 � 103,
df ¼ 3, p ¼ 0). Pairwise comparisons showed the largest gamma-
band response was evoked within the hippocampus (pairwise
rank-sum tests, p < 0.05, Tukey-Kramer corrected). Significant
differences were also observed in the amygdala and neocortex.
Note that for completeness we ran the model without white matter
stimulation trials and found no qualitative differences in the results
(Supplementary table 2).

Finally, evoked gamma-band power was 120.0% larger when the
stimulation contact or the response contact or both were in the SOZ
(Fig. 6B, Table 3). In the casewhere therewas bitemporal SOZ foci as
in patients 1, 3, and 6, we compared the evoked gamma band power
between sides and found there to be a difference between left and
right sides across patients (all p < 0.001, Supplementary Fig. 3).

Discussion

CCEPs are a reliable measure of effective connectivity but are
highly variable across patients and stimulation paradigms. Through
rigorous statistical analysis of a large dataset (156,935 responses),
we showed that much of this variability is explained by a model
incorporating anatomical location, stimulation amplitude, and
stimulation-response distance. Critically, we were able to gener-
alize these results across patients by accounting for patient as a
source of random variance.

From an anatomical perspective, we showed that there were
different evoked responses in different tissue types, namely hip-
pocampus versus amygdala versus neocortex. For the first time, we
report that the hippocampus consistently showed the largest CCEPs
as either the stimulation or the response electrode (Fig. 5A and B).
The hippocampus also showed the largest evoked gamma response,
specifically as the response electrode. We also provided a unique
comparison of how CCEP amplitude and evoked gamma-band po-
wer, another unique measure of cortical activation, may change
differentially with stimulation parameter changes. Finally, we
showed that gamma power (70e150 Hz) was larger in the SOZ
compared with outside the SOZ across patients, reinforcing results
from prior studies [22,27e29]. The clinical implications of these
findings and related literature are discussed below.

Different components of the CCEP waveform (N1 and N2) have
been related to stimulation parameters, such as stimulation cur-
rent, as well as response location, particularly if within the SOZ
versus normal brain [6,30,31]. We found a significant relationship
between stimulation current and the CCEP amplitude, which has
been shown to be related ultimately to the charge per phase
delivered to the tissue [17,32]. An upper bound of stimulation has
not been delineated beyond that of possible tissue damage from
excessive charge per phase with high frequency stimulation ex-
periments [33]. In contrast, we characterize a nonlinearity in the
relationship between stimulation current and CCEP amplitude
whereby a plateau is apparent with monopolar stimulation at
5.5e7.5 mA (cutoff varied between “standard” and “high-resolu-
tion” stimulation protocols likely due to the number of patients in
the groups used to capture the transition zone, Fig. 2). Beyond these
stimulation currents/levels, no further significant increase in CCEP
amplitude could be detected. An explanation for the nonlinearity
may be that the current flux experienced from a point source is
proportional to the current amplitude of the source and inversely
related to the distance from the source and to the conductivity of
the medium [34]. Thus, increasing the current may recruit more
tissue to reach threshold at a certain distance. Modeling and
experimental data show that the voltage “seen” by an electrode is
related to an exponential decay as a function of the distance from
stimulation (V~1/rx) [35,36], where x determines the location of the
asymptote of the curvature of the voltage as a function of distance.
Thus, the asymptotic threshold we find at 5.5-mA current ampli-
tude may be the point at which effectively the entire volume of
“activatable” tissue (i.e., all neuronal ensembles near the stimula-
tion channel and all distant neuronal ensembles that are in the
stimulation-response pair network) is being activated. Additionally,
with cathodic monopolar stimulation of an axon, flanking areas of
depolarization are areas of hyperpolarization or “virtual anodes”
that would influence the activation threshold [37] and may cause
the CCEP amplitude to plateau.

Reaching asymptotic threshold may be critical for downstream
analyses with single-pulse stimulation. For example, in a prior
study, we stimulated at 3.5-mA biphasic pulses to identify features
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of the SOZ [38]. Wewere able to predict the location of the SOZ in 6/
10 patients but were unable to obtain reliable CCEPs in some pa-
tients for whom we were subsequently unable to predict the
location of the SOZ. Other studies have found a mixed relationship
between CCEP features or evoked gamma power and the location of
the SOZ but stimulated with current levels of �5 mA [22,39,40],
which may not have reached the threshold necessary to obtain
reliable responses.

We found that waveform shape evolved with increasing stim-
ulation intensity. Event-related potential (ERP) theory posits that
components (i.e., the negative- and positive-going peaks) of the
ERP are related to anatomically and/or functionally distinct
neuronal ensembles or networks underlying that task or brain state
[41]. It follows that larger stimulation intensities may recruit more
such functional ensembles, which give rise to additional compo-
nents of the CCEP waveform. Our data corroborate these observa-
tions (Figs. 1, 2 and 4B). Higher stimulation levels evoked a more
reliable waveform with more complex features, which may reflect
distinct neural components (Fig. 4).

We found a relationship between stimulation intensity and
evoked gamma-band response amplitude whereby increases in the
former resulted in an increase in the latter across stimulation
response-channel pairs. There appears to be a threshold stimula-
tion current of 5.5e7.5 mA, depending on stimulation protocol,
beyond which the evoked gamma amplitude does not increase
(Fig. 2C and D). Similarly, Crowther et al. used a smaller distribution
of neocortical regions to show a correlation between evoked
gamma power of 70e170 Hz and stimulation current adjusted from
4 to 15 mA [14]. There was no difference between gamma ampli-
tude from medium-current (8e10 mA) and high-current (15 mA)
stimulation groups, but both those groups were larger than the low
(4e6 mA)-stimulation group. These results support the threshold
effect reported here for both gamma-band power and CCEP
amplitude.

We found CCEP amplitude decreased with distance, consistent
with prior studies [6,39,42]. Biophysical factors contributing to this
trend likely reflect the divergence of stimulating fiber tracts as they
leave the stimulated region. Obtaining a CCEP at greater distances
required larger stimulation currents up to the qualitative plateau at
5.5 mA. Interestingly, the evoked gamma response differed from
the CCEP responses in that it had a peak in the evoked power at a
distance of 2e3.5 cm from the stimulating electrode (Fig. 3B)
whereas the CCEP amplitude showed a steady fall-off with distance
(Fig. 3A). This effect may be related to activation of cortical neuronal
populations (which may be more clinically relevant) versus
measuring the slowpotentials associatedwith postsynaptic activity
(i.e., the raw CCEP), although the physiological basis for gamma-
band power and ERPs is controversial and depends on the elec-
trode type by which the signal is measured [43,44]. Of note, distant
contralateral CCEPs can be seen in patients with stimulation ipsi-
laterally (Supplementary Fig. 4) and see Ref. [39]. This may be
related to unique axonal connectivity across the cerebral hemi-
spheres. There may also be large responses from stimulation of
temporal lobe to evoked responses in the frontal lobe, following the
language network for example [8]. Unfortunately, our linear model
would not capture this type of distant amplification relationship
between lobes or across the cerebrum as the vast majority of re-
sponses are local to stimulation and fall off with short distances.

The hippocampus consistently showed the largest CCEPs
whether it was the stimulation or response electrode (Fig. 5A and
B) and also showed the largest evoked gamma response, specif-
ically as the response electrode (Fig. 5D). To our knowledge, these
results have not been described previously in humans. Large or
“giant” CCEP responses up to 1 mV in amplitude have been docu-
mented in mesial temporal lobe structures in the literature [45,46].
The physiological basis may be that both the hippocampus and the
amygdala have extensive connectivity with neocortical areas as was
shown with CCEPs derived from stimulation of these structures
[47]. The largest CCEPs we noted were around 2 mV. Interestingly,
stimulation of the amygdala resulted in the largest evoked gamma
responses across brain regions. This result is supported by the re-
sults of Enatsu et al., who showed greater outgoing connectivity
from amygdala to limbic as well as extralimbic areas compared
with hippocampus [48].

The most clinically relevant finding from this study was that the
“early” period CCEP amplitude was 9.9% larger and the evoked
gamma band response was 120.0% larger in the SOZ comparedwith
the non-SOZ contacts. Importantly, because we used a multivari-
able regression model, these results are taking into account the
variance related to stimulation amplitude, channel location, and
even the randomvariance related to patient, thus the quantification
can be generalized across patients and those other factors. These
results follow prior literature in field. The earliest data showed that
the occurrence of “delayed” (100e1000 ms poststimulation) CCEP
components are more frequent in the SOZ of patients with
neocortical epilepsy [22,49]. In later studies, the components of the
CCEP were measured and the SOZ location was found to be related
to the CCEP amplitude (amplitude of the N1 peak [30]) and evoked
gamma response [29,50]. We focused on the “early” time period
(0e100 ms) [29e31], but others have also looked at a “delayed”
period [22,27,28,50]. We found that the responses in the SOZ were
larger for both the CCEP amplitude and evoked gamma response
(Fig. 6A and B). Prior to us, Mouthaan et al. looked at a similar band
(>80 Hz) during the early period and found the rate of visually
determined responses to be higher in the SOZ versus outside the
SOZ for 3 of 5 patients [29]. Kobayashi et al. further explored this
effect and found that subdural channels with higher power in the
ripple (<200 Hz) and fast ripple (>200 Hz) frequency bands during
the N1 peak (<50 ms post-stimulation) were associated with the
SOZ location [31]. The vastmajority of these studies in the literature
include focal-onset epilepsy patients who had foci in the mesial
temporal lobe or outside that region. Several of our study patients
have regional/multifocal seizure onset, and in those cases, we did
not label any particular contacts as part of the seizure focus. It may
be that for those patients, we are “missing” the clinical SOZ. To
address this, we recreated our models without the data from our
regional/multifocal onset patients to look at how potentially
“mislabeling or missing” the SOZ would affect the model results.
This improved both models. As expected, (if we assume CCEP
amplitude and evoked gamma power are markers of the SOZ), the
effect of SOZ as a factor in predicting CCEP amplitude and evoked
gamma power increased. CCEP amplitude increases 10.6% (vs 9.9%
including those patients) and gamma power increases 127.4% (vs
120.0% including those patients) for contacts in the SOZ across
patients (data not included). In other words, those regional-onset
epilepsy patients may have SOZ channels that we were not able to
discern clinically. There were no other qualitative changes in the
model results.

Importantly, our automated stimulation protocol can easily be
incorporated into a clinical mapping protocol for isolating the SOZ
(see review by Matsumoto et al. describing this work [6]). Prior
protocols require visual assessment of waveforms, which can be
time consuming [30,49,50]. The CCEP amplitude and evoked
gamma band power measurements can be added into a clinician’s
folio of SOZ mapping data including results from nuclear imaging,
intracranial monitoring, and ictal mapping using high-frequency
stimulation. More datawill be needed to establish normative values
for CCEP-based measurements within the SOZ and non-SOZ tissue
across patients. Data from this study provides some of the first
benchmarks for this. The hope is to identify a set of features of the
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CCEP with high enough sensitivity and specificity that long-term
monitoring data will not be required to find the SOZ.

Additionally, epilepsy is increasingly being viewed as a disease
of a network [2,51,52], with the prevailing theory still being that
there is an imbalance of excitation and inhibition either between
cells of a node or multiple nodes, resulting in seizure generation
and propagation. CCEPs can be used not only to probe the epi-
leptogenicity of a focus as described above, but also to probe the
seizure network [6]. Direct anatomical connectivity can be parsed
with CCEP analysis [8,9,53]. These underlying networks themselves
may explain seizure propagation for certain types of focal epilepsy,
see Ref. [6] for examples and discussion. Recent investigations have
also characterized how high-frequency pulsed stimulation during
ictal activity changes that activity and predicts the responsiveness
of a patient to responsive neurostimulation treatment [54]. This
illustrates a continuum of research investigating the effects of brain
stimulation and how stimulation can further inform regarding the
nature of an epileptogenic network. CCEP propagation has been
directly related to measures of structural connectivity [4,55] and
functional connectivity [56]. We hope to incorporate tractography-
based measures into future studies to model the CCEP response.
Data show that in patients with epilepsy, there is increased resting-
state functional connectivity within the epileptogenic zone but
decreased connectivity within other functional networks such as
the default mode [51,52,57]. Improved functional connectivity in
the ascending reticular activating system is related to better rates of
seizure freedom postoperatively [58]. Future CCEP-based studies
may bolster these findings.

There are several limitations to this study. Each electrode pair
was stimulated 10 times, limiting the reliability of the trial average
CCEP estimate. Additionally, accuracy of coregistration between the
preoperative MRI and postoperative CT is limited, which may lead
to misclassification of the electrode location. The mixed-effects
model captures multivariable data, controlling for random vari-
ance, but practical computing limitations limit the number of
interaction effects we can assess. We assume the system behaves as
a linear time-invariant system in the model; however, non-
linearities are likely to exist and higher-order terms may be
explored in the future with larger datasets. We delivered stimula-
tion in a monopolar fashion, which we believe makes it easier to
attribute responses to precise stimulation locations, but most pre-
vious studies delivered bipolar stimulation [8,9,27]. Finally, direct
translation of these results to the effects of high-frequency stimu-
lation used in neuromodulation modalities such as deep brain
stimulation or the closed-loop technology of responsive neuro-
stimulation, cannot be made from the data in this study. However,
efforts to characterize plasticity related to high-frequency stimu-
lation using CCEP-based measures of effective connectivity are
underway [59]. Such studies will help inform how high-frequency
stimulation paradigms work. High-frequency stimulation (gener-
ally above 50 Hz) was originally thought to be related to a lesion
effect. It is increasingly being recognized that the effects of high-
frequency stimulation are related to complex modulation of a
network that varies its effects with location of stimulation and
proximity to fiber tracts [60,61]. Finally, in direct clinical applica-
tion, recent data derived from epilepsy patients implanted with the
responsive neurostimulation device shows high-frequency pulsed
stimulation during ictal activity modulates that activity and that
modulation pattern may predict the responsiveness of a patient to
responsive neurostimulation treatment [54].

Conclusion

In this study, we characterize the responses from SPES across a
range of stimulation parameters and brain regions and provide data
to support guidelines for reliable stimulation parameters in epi-
lepsy patients. We found that stimulation levels above 5.5e7.5 mA
will not generate higher CCEPs across brain areas, and stimulation
levels below 5.5e7.5 mA generate more variable responses. Thus,
5.5e7.5 mA may be an asymptotic threshold to consider for SPES
analyses usingmonopolar stimulation. Evoked gamma-band power
exhibited a similar asymptotic current threshold. Amplitudes of
both measures fall off with distance, although gamma-band power
exhibited a peak at 2.0e3.5 cm distance between stimulation and
response measurement contacts. We show that the location of the
clinical SOZ has larger CCEP amplitude and evoked gamma power
responses, and for the first time, we show that CCEPs and evoked
gamma power are larger when measured in the hippocampus than
in most other cortical brain areas.
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